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Chitwan Jungle Safari Tour
Duration: 6 Days

Overview
Trip Grade: Easy

Max Altitude:

Activity: Tour, Sight-seeing

Group Size:

Arrival On: Kathmandu, Nepal

Departure From: Kathmandu, Nepal

Meals: All meals during trek & breakfast in kathmandu

Accommodation: Stone Built Houses (tea houses) during trek

â€œNature is impersonal, awe-inspiring, elegant and it's geometrically perfect.â€• Located on the central south part of Nepal,
Chitwan is best known for its wildlife and culture activities as the word Chitwan literally means the "heart of the jungle", majorly
because of its available dense forests and wild animals. Our Chitwan Tour is designed to provide you with an opportunity to explore
the lush vegetation and exotic wildlife of Chitwan National Park while gaining deep insights into the local Tharu community. Our
Chitwan Tour takes you away from the bustling streets of Kathmandu city and into the warmer but thriving ecosystem of Chitwan
region. Just so you know, Chitwan National Park is approximately 165 km away from Kathmandu valley and presents a lot of natural
wonders to anyone who visits the place. Upon reaching Chitwan, you can surely notice the change in the climate and landscape at
once. Beyond doubt a visit to Chitwan lets you uncover an abrupt side of Nepal with an alluring aspect to take you closer to its
mesmerizing wildlife. Situated in the Terai region close to the Indian territory, the national park consists mainly of timberland and
meadows which hosts as a home for several animals and plants. Our touring days shall be spent while wandering into the wild
territories by walking to view One-horned Black Rhinoceros and Bengal Tigers, Sloth Bear, panther, wilderness felines, wild pig, otter,
Langur, Rhesus and the Macaque Monkey. Alternatively, you can experience this wild world by a 4-wheel drive by a jeep or elephant
back ride which helps you can go deep into the heart of the park while observing some of the rare species of flora and fauna. Later we
end our tour by taking a drive back to the medieval city of Kathmandu. Contact, " Himalayan Holyland Treks and Expedition"Â to
get your desired trip to Chitwan National Park and witness extreme wildlife all the way.
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Itinerary
Day 01: Arrive at Tribhuwan International Airport (TIA) Kathmandu(1350m)
You are welcomed by our team staff members and then transferred to the booked hotel.Â AfterÂ a refreshment break, our
representative will briefly explain the program. Overnight at hotel at B/B basis program.
Day 02: Kathmandu Valley full day Sightseeing
This is a day for sightseeing world heritage sites in the Kathmandu Valley including, Kathmandu Darbar Square, Swayambhunath
Temple and Patan durbar square.Overnight at the hotel at same program.B/B
Day 03 : Kathmandu to Chitwan
Arrive Chitwan, meet and transfer to Hotel. On reaching Hotel, Hotelâ€™s guest relations officer will brief to you about the
programmes with welcome drinks.
&#8211; Pick-up, lunch and rest.
&#8211; Village tour, sunset and museum tour.
&#8211; Dinner.
&#8211; Cultural programs
Day 04: Full day activities in Chitwan
-Wake up call.
&#8211; Breakfast.
&#8211; Dugout canoe ride, Jungle walk being Elephant stable & Bird watching.
&#8211; Lunch.
&#8211; Elephant Back Safari.
&#8211; Dinner.
Day 05: Chitwan to Kathmandu
&#8211; Wake up call.
&#8211; Breakfast.
&#8211; Visit Elephant breeding center.
&#8211; Departure for Kathmandu
-Farewell dinner in a Nepali traditional restaurant
Day 06: Departure
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Cost Includes
=> Transportation from Kathmandu to Chitwan to Kathmandu by tourist bus as per itinerary.
=> All Safari Activities.
=> All Jungle activities.
=> Accommodations while safari including breakfast, lunch and dinner.
=> Highly experienced Government licensed holder safari guide during the trip.
=> Government / Local taxes, Service charge, Guide insurance and salary, National park and conservation area fees.
=> Jungle Activities guide and required staffs with necessary vehicle.
=> Trip map.

Cost Excludes
=> All type of personal expenses such Alcoholic beverages and drinks, phone, and laundry.
=> Food & accommodation cost in case of any natural accident caused by weather.
=> Tips and donation.
=> Rescue & insurance such as travel, cancellation, accident, health, emergency evacuation and loss, theft of or damage to baggage
and personal effects.
=> International airfares. International Airport Departure Tax.

Â
Note: For cost and any other information, please contact us. We will be glad to respond to any of your queries.
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